
There is a change in the lives of all the people who have understood
this presentation carefully.

This business is being shared with you, it is up to you to decide.

If you don't have dreams then this business is not for you

A person gets more energy from his dreams than from food.

BEFORE  STARTING 



 do you also have  dreamS  

 UNLIMITED MONEY DREAM HOUSE LUXURY CAR 

DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL

FREEDOM OF TIME      RESPECT       GOOD HEALTH    



   INFLATION  INCREASES 10 TIMES EVERY 20 YEARS 
 1920.............................................₹1/-
 1940.............................................₹10/-
 1960.............................................₹100/-
 1980.............................................₹1000/-
 2000.............................................₹10000/-
 2020.............................................₹100000/-
 TODAY..........................................?????????-
 2040.............................................₹1000000/-

DO YOU HAVE SOLUTION FOR THIS ???



WELLCOME 

PBT FAST MONEY CREATE 

TO

A UNIT OF PBT MEGA MART

Visit Us :- www.pbtfmc.com

TRANSFORMING
 LIFE



Our mission is to make “PBT FAST MONEY CREATE” a strong and
prosperous business. We are committed to providing our customers
with an excellent and safe shopping experience, while encouraging
the exclusivity of unique and innovative products. We are able to
improve business efficiency with minimal environmental impact,
social support, and political ethics. We work actively to create a
society full of prosperity and social security.

 VISION 

MISSION 

The aim of "PBT FAST MONEY CREATE"  is to eradicate unemployment from the
country, and to provide all the necessary goods to every citizen at cheap rates.

With this we want to increase prosperity and harmony in the society. We want to
provide economic support to all sections of the society through high quality and

affordable products, so that they can become self-reliant. We want to move
towards a strong nation by promoting jobs, promoting entrepreneurship, and

encouraging education.
 We one Making every effort to take a step towards strategic prosperity.

         



 Dear colleagues of PBT Mega Mart, thank you all for being with us. Success
comes from the enthusiasm that we all have, the enthusiasm to work together.

Our hard work, struggle, and team unity have taken us this far. Success is a
partnership, so we will all move forward together. Keep moving forward, 

struggle to touch new heights and keep singing the music of success. your 
hard work and dedication has taught us to move towards success at every step.
Success lies in your enthusiasm and uniqueness. We are part of the best family,

because PBT Mega Mart is a family! And we have to make millions of people
successful by including them in this family. Get busy in touching the heights of

this success, and bless us in moving forward. 
Thank you

        

 ABOUT  US



OFFICE ADDRESS 

Plot No. 397
Vallabhnagar Colony
Near RTO Office Pilibhit
(Uttar  Pradesh)

HELPLINE 
  number 

📱 8958663194 
(9am to 6 pm)

  www.pbtfmc.com    





FREE
REGISTRATION 

Visit Us :- www.pbtfmc.com



    JOINING  PKG. ₹353/-
PRODUCT :-

SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE 



 ₹299/-

PRE-LAUNCHING

OFFER



TYPES OF INCOME 
1. GLOBAL AUTOFILL TEAM INCOME 

2. GLOBAL WITHDRAWAL INCOME

3. TIMER BOOSTER INCOME 

4. FAMILY SUPPORT BENEFIT 

5. WORKING LEVEL IMCOME 

7. REPURCHASE GLOBAL TEAM INCOME  COMING SOON 

6. TIME TO TIME BONAZA INCOME 



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

 BRONZE

    1         2         3         4         5     

After your ID is activated, you get ₹ 100 from five
active people from anywhere in the company, which

is ₹ 500 in which your I.D. ₹200 automatically
upgrades you to the next level and ₹300 becomes

profit and your level becomes "BRONZE".      

₹300/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

STAR BRONZE

After your ID is upgraded, you get "₹200" from five
"BRONZE" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹1000" in which your I.D. "₹500" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹500" becomes

profit and your level becomes "STAR BRONZE" .      

BRONZE BRONZE BRONZE BRONZE BRONZE

₹500/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

SILVER 

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹500" from five "STAR
BRONZE" from anywhere in the company, which is
"₹2500" in which your I.D. "₹1000" automatically

upgrades you to the next level and "₹1500" becomes
profit and your level becomes "SILVER" .      

STAR BRONZE STAR BRONZE STAR BRONZE STAR BRONZE STAR BRONZE

₹1500/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

STAR SILVER 

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹1000" from five
"SILVERS" from anywhere in the company, which is
"₹5000" in which your I.D. "₹2000" automatically

upgrades you to the next level and "₹3000" becomes
profit and your level becomes "STAR SILVER" .      

SILVER SILVER SILVER SILVER SILVER

₹3000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

GOLD

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹2000" from five
"STAR SILVER" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹10000" in which your I.D. "₹4000" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹6000" becomes

profit and your level becomes "GOLD" .      

SILVER STAR SILVER STAR SILVER STAR SILVER STAR SILVER STAR

₹6000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

STAR GOLD 

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹4000" from five
"GOLD" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹20000" in which your I.D. "₹8000" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹12000" becomes

profit and your level becomes "STAR GOLD" .      

GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD

₹12000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

RUBY

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹8000" from five
"STAR GOLD" from anywhere in the company, which is
"₹40000" in which your I.D. "₹16000" automatically

upgrades you to the next level and "₹24000" becomes
profit and your level becomes"RUBY" .      

STAR GOLD STAR GOLD STAR GOLD STAR GOLD STAR GOLD 

₹24000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

PEARL

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹16000" from five
"RUBY" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹80000" in which your I.D. "₹32000" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹48000" becomes

profit and your level becomes"PEARL" .      

RUBY RUBY RUBY RUBYRUBY

₹48000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

PLATINUM

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹32000" from five
"PEARL" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹160000" in which your I.D. "₹64000" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹96000" becomes

profit and your level becomes"PLATINUM" .      

PEARL PEARL PEARL PEARLPEARL

₹96000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

EMERALD 

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹64000" from five "PLATINUM "
from anywhere in the company, which is "₹320000" in which your
I.D. "₹100000" automatically upgrades you to the next level and
₹20000 transferred your "SPONSOR" and "₹200000" becomes

profit and your level becomes"EMERALD " .      

PLATINUM PLATINUM PLATINUM PLATINUM PLATINUM 

₹200000/-



AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

DIAMOND 

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹100000" from five
"EMERALD" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹500000" in which your I.D. "₹200000" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹300000" becomes

profit and your level becomes"DIAMOND" .      

EMERALD EMERALD EMERALD EMERALD EMERALD 

₹300000/-



DIAMOND

After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹200000" from five
"DIAMOND" from anywhere in the company, which is

"₹1000000" in which your I.D. "₹500000" automatically
upgrades you to the next level and "₹500000" becomes

profit and your level becomes"DOUBLE DIAMOND" .      

D DIAMOND DIAMOND DIAMOND

AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

DOUBLE DIAMOND 

DIAMOND

₹500000/-



After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹500000" from five
"DOUBLE DIAMOND" from anywhere in the company, which
is "₹2500000" in which your I.D. "₹1000000" automatically

upgrades you to the next level and "₹1500000" becomes
profit and your level becomes "BLUE DIAMOND" .      

D

AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

BLUE DIAMOND 

DOUBLE DIAMOND DOUBLE DIAMOND DOUBLE DIAMOND DOUBLE DIAMOND DOUBLE DIAMOND

₹1500000/-



After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹1000000" from five 
"BLUE DIAMOND" from anywhere in the company, which is "₹5000000"

in which your I.D. "₹2500000" automatically upgrades 
you to the next level and "₹2500000" becomes profit and your level

becomes "STAR DIAMOND " .      

AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

STAR DIAMOND 

BLUE DIAMOND BLUE DIAMOND BLUE DIAMOND BLUE DIAMOND BLUE DIAMOND

₹2500000/-



After your ID is upgraded , you get "₹2500000" from five 
"BLUE DIAMOND" from anywhere in the company, 

which is "₹12500000"  there is no need for upgrades 
"₹12500000" becomes profit and your level becomes "ROYAL

DIAMOND" .      

AUTOFILL GLOBAL TEAM INCOME 

 ROYAL DIAMOND

BLUE DIAMOND CROWNBLUE DIAMOND BLUE DIAMONDBLUE DIAMOND BLUE DIAMOND

₹12500000/-



GLOBAL WITHDRAWAL INCOME 

  If anyone makes any
withdrawal in the company,

10% of it will be deducted and
distributed among those whose

income is less than ₹ 3000.

Visit Us :- www.pbtfmc.com



TIMER BOOSTER INCOME

 If you make 10
sponsors in your ID
within 20 days, you

will get ₹ 10000
booster benefit
and also family

support benefit.      



FAIMILY SUPPORT BENEFITS 

Family support benefit will be
given to the family of the ID
holder in case of marriage of

sister or daughter or in case of
suddenly death.

Note:- Only for booster
qualified people.

          



=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

TOTAL INCOMELEVEL         TEAM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

₹50
₹20
₹10
₹5
₹2
₹1
₹1
₹1
₹1
₹1
₹1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

WORKING LEVEL  INCOME 

10
100
1K

10K
1 Lakh

10 Lakh
1 Cr

10 Cr
100 Cr

1000 Cr
10000 Cr

INCOME
₹500
₹2K
₹10K
₹50K
₹2Lakh
₹10Lakh
₹1Cr
₹10Cr
₹100Cr
₹1000Cr
₹10000Cr

LEVEL 12 
TO 

LEVEL 15 
EVERY LEVEL INCOME  

0.50 PAISA LEVEL 9 TO LEVEL 11 :-    ₹1



 1. Wallet To Wallet Fund transfer Anytime, main wallet to activation wallet transfer  10% Deduction 

 4. You can withdraw the remaining amount .     

 5. To earn continuous income from Global Autofill Team, 

 TERMS & CONDITIONS 

6. If a booster qualified leader meets with an accident before the age of 60 years, 

show your activity in physical or digital meetings. 

after investigation, his/her contribution amount will be given within 90 days.

his/her nominee will have to send the debt certificate and KYC to the company, 

3. Payout Auto credit every month date of 5th minimum ₹1000/- with 15% deduction 

 2. Activation fund wallet will be approved within 24/48 hours       

 excluding Rs 51 for family support benefit



PBT FMC PLAN CALCULATION 

Visit Us :- www.pbtfmc.com

➡

➡

➡

➡

➡

➡

➡

  Activation Amount Rs-299/-
        Global Autofill Team Rs-100/-

      timer booster Rs-50/-
         Working level Rs-95/-

       Bonanza Benefit Rs-50/-
        Total Distribution Rs-295/-
          Net company profit Rs- 4/-

          



   THANK YOU
 visit us :- www.pbtfmc.com

PBT FAST MONEY CREATE

A UNIT OF PBT MEGA MART 

TRANSFORMING LIFE


